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Planetary boundaries

Although Earth has undergone many 
periods of significant environmen-
tal change, the planet’s environment 

has been unusually stable for the past 10,000 
years1–3. This period of stability — known to 
geologists as the Holocene — has seen human 
civilizations arise, develop and thrive. Such 
stability may now be under threat. Since the 
Industrial Revolution, a new era has arisen, 
the Anthropocene4, in which human actions 
have become the main driver of global envi-
ronmental change5. This could see human 
activities push the Earth system outside the 
stable environmental state of the Holocene, 
with consequences that are detrimental or 
even catastrophic for large parts of the world.

During the Holocene, environmental 
change occurred naturally and Earth’s regu-
latory capacity maintained the conditions 
that enabled human development. Regular 
temperatures, freshwater availability and 
biogeochemical flows all stayed within a rela-
tively narrow range. Now, largely because of 
a rapidly growing reliance on fossil fuels and 

industrialized forms of agriculture, human 
activities have reached a level that could dam-
age the systems that keep Earth in the desirable 
Holocene state. The result could be irrevers-
ible and, in some cases, abrupt environmental 
change, leading to a state less conducive to 
human development6. Without pressure from 
humans, the Holocene is expected to continue 
for at least several thousands of years7.

Planetary boundaries
To meet the challenge of maintaining the 
Holocene state, we propose a framework 
based on ‘planetary boundaries’. These 

A safe operating space for humanity
Identifying and quantifying planetary boundaries that must not be transgressed could help prevent human 
activities from causing unacceptable environmental change, argue Johan RockstrÖm and colleagues.

Figure 1 | Beyond the boundary. The inner green shading represents the proposed safe operating 
space for nine planetary systems. The red wedges represent an estimate of the current position for 
each variable. The boundaries in three systems (rate of biodiversity loss, climate change and human 
interference with the nitrogen cycle), have already been exceeded.
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SUMMARY
● New approach proposed for defining preconditions for human 
 development
● Crossing certain biophysical thresholds could have disastrous 
 consequences for humanity
● Three of nine interlinked planetary boundaries have already been 
 overstepped

boundaries define the safe operating space 
for humanity with respect to the Earth system 
and are associated with the planet’s bio-
physical subsystems or processes. Although 
Earth’s complex systems sometimes respond 
smoothly to changing pressures, it seems that 
this will prove to be the exception rather than 
the rule. Many subsystems of Earth react in 
a nonlinear, often abrupt, way, and are par-
ticularly sensitive around threshold levels of 
certain key variables. If these thresholds are 
crossed, then important subsystems, such as a 
monsoon system, could shift into a new state, 
often with deleterious or potentially even 
disastrous consequences for humans8,9. 

Most of these thresholds can be defined by 
a critical value for one or more control vari-
ables, such as carbon dioxide concentration. 
Not all processes or subsystems on Earth have 
well-defined thresholds, although human 
actions that undermine the resilience of such 
processes or subsystems — for example, land 
and water degradation — can increase the risk 
that thresholds will also be crossed in other 
processes, such as the climate system.

We have tried to identify the Earth-system 
processes and associated thresholds which, if 
crossed, could generate unacceptable envi-
ronmental change. We have found nine such 
processes for which we believe it is neces-
sary to define planetary boundaries: climate 
change; rate of biodiversity loss (terrestrial 
and marine); interference with the nitrogen 
and phosphorus cycles; stratospheric ozone 
depletion; ocean acidification; global fresh-
water use; change in land use; chemical pol-
lution; and atmospheric aerosol loading (see 
Fig. 1 and Table). 

In general, planetary boundaries are values 
for control variables that are either at a ‘safe’ 
distance from thresholds — for processes 
with evidence of threshold behaviour — or 
at dangerous levels — for processes without 
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the Anthropocene4, in which human actions 
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that thresholds will also be crossed in other 
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Application to currency traders

• Malaysian bank providing online forex trading facility 

• Attempting to encourage better trading behavior for clients 

• Asked to automate report generation and encourage behavioral 
change



Rule 4 - 6

Rule 5: Median loss duration/median win

duration should not exceed 4

Rule 4: Maximum drawdown should not exceed 50%

Rule 6: Unrealized P&L cannot be negative more than

75% of the time

The height of the red bar (losing trade

duration) should not be 4X the height of

the blue bar (winning trade duration)

Drawdown is calculated as minimum mark to market

PL recorded subsequent to a previous mark to market

high water mark and expressed as a percentage of

capita. Unrealized P&L is also expressed as a

percentage of capital
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Rule You FAB top 10

Rule 4: Maximum drawdown -50.00 -87.30 -20.00

Rule 5: Loss duration/Win duration 4.00 1.37 0.31

Rule 6: Unrealized P&L 75.00 19.39 23.00
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Rule 1 - 3

Rule 1: At least 1⁄4 of all trades should be wins

Rule 2: Average win should be at least 1⁄4 of the

average loss

Rule 3: Maximum average loss per trade

cannot exceed 2.5% of capital

Your position is indicated by the blue dot. The red

highlighted areas indicates regions excluded by rule

1 and rule 2. Grey dots show data for the the top

10 FAB traders

Your average loss per trade is indicated by the

blue vertical line. Grey bars show data for all

your trades.The red highlighted area indicates

the region excluded by rule 3. The black line

shows the average for the top 10 FAB traders
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Rule 1: Percentage winning trades 25.00 56.42 78.00

Rule 2: Average win/Average loss 25.00 40.43 120.00

Rule 3: Average loss per trade 2.50 2.60 1.10
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Comparing trading behaviour to rules



Summarising thresholds

Rule 1: Percentage Winning Trades At least 1⁄4 of all trades should be wins

Rule 2: Average win/Average loss Average win should be at least 1⁄4 of the average loss

Rule 3: Average Loss per trade Maximum average loss per trade cannot exceed 2.5% of capital

Rule 4: Drawdown Maximum peak to trough drawdown should not exceed 50%

Rule 5: Loss duration/Win duration Median loss duration / median win duration should not exceed 4

Rule 6: Unrealized P&L Unrealized P&L cannot be negative more than 75% of the time

Trader account: 2100035289

The figure below shows your overall performance against the 6 rules. The inner blue circle covers the

area from 0 to 100% of the limit set by all rules. If your trading behaviour has broken a rule, the red bar

will extend beyond 100%, and leave the blue inner circle. If a red bar reaches 200%, you have reached or

exceeded twice the limit set by a rule.
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Summarising thresholds

Untitled
Glenn and Anna

2/13/2017

R Markdown

#initialize plot with x as position in circel and y as % of rule

ggplot(data,aes(x=position,y=value,fill=variable)) +

#create horizontal gridlines

geom_hline(yintercept=50,col="grey") +

geom_hline(yintercept=100,col="grey") +

geom_hline(yintercept=150,col="grey") +

geom_hline(yintercept=200,col="grey") +

#center of plot

geom_point(x=0,y=0,col="grey",size=1) +

#create barplot

geom_bar(stat="identity",position = "identity", alpha=.3,width=1.05) +

# label each bar

geom_text(label=c("Percentage winning trades"),x=position[1],y=240,

angle=(360-(position[1]*180/pi)),cex=4,color="grey30") +

geom_text(label=c("Average win/Average loss"),x=position[2],y=240,

angle=(360-(position[2]*180/pi)),cex=4,color="grey30") +

geom_text(label=c("Average loss per trade"),x=position[3],y=240,

angle=(360-(position[3]*180/pi)),cex=4,color="grey30") +

geom_text(label=c("Maximum drawdown"),x=position[4],y=240,

angle=(360-(position[4]*180/pi)),cex=4,color="grey30") +

geom_text(label=c("Loss duration/Win duration"),x=position[5],y=240,

angle=(360-(position[5]*180/pi)),cex=4,color="grey30") +

geom_text(label=c("Unrealized P&L"),x=position[6],y=240,

angle=(360-(position[6]*180/pi)),cex=4,color="grey30") +

#label y-axis

annotate("text",x=0,y=c(40,90,140,190,235),label=c("50","100","150","200","% rule reached"),

colour = "black",alpha=0.5,cex=3) +

# define colors

scale_fill_manual(values = c("blue", "red"), guide=F) +

scale_y_continuous(limits=c(0,240)) +

# create plot in polar (circle) coordinate - not cartesian (xy)

coord_polar() +

#define plot theme - colors, fonts etc

theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = �white�, colour = �white�),

panel.grid = element_blank(), panel.grid.minor.x = element_blank(),

panel.grid.major.y = element_line(colour="grey", size=0.5),

1
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Shiny appRule 1: Percentage Winning Trades At least 1⁄4 of all trades should be wins

Rule 2: Average win/Average loss Average win should be at least 1⁄4 of the average loss

Rule 3: Average Loss per trade Maximum average loss per trade cannot exceed 2.5% of capital

Rule 4: Drawdown Maximum peak to trough drawdown should not exceed 50%

Rule 5: Loss duration/Win duration Median loss duration / median win duration should not exceed 4

Rule 6: Unrealized P&L Unrealized P&L cannot be negative more than 75% of the time

Trader account: 2100035289

The figure below shows your overall performance against the 6 rules. The inner blue circle covers the

area from 0 to 100% of the limit set by all rules. If your trading behaviour has broken a rule, the red bar

will extend beyond 100%, and leave the blue inner circle. If a red bar reaches 200%, you have reached or

exceeded twice the limit set by a rule.
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Shiny app

Untitled
Glenn and Anna

2/14/2017

ui

downloadButton("report", "Generate report")

server

output$report <- downloadHandler(

filename = "report.pdf",

content = function(file) {

# Copy the report file to a temporary directory before processing it, in

# case we don�t have write permissions to the current working dir (which

# can happen when deployed).

tempReport <- file.path(tempdir(), "Trader_report.Rmd")

tempData <- file.path(tempdir(), "trader.RData")

templogo <- file.path(tempdir(), "logo.png")

file.copy("Trader_report.Rmd", tempReport, overwrite = TRUE)

file.copy("logo.png", templogo, overwrite = TRUE)

file.copy("trader.RData", tempData, overwrite = TRUE)

# parameters to pass to Rmd document

params <- list(trader_n = input$trader)

# Knit the document

rmarkdown::render(tempReport, output_file = file,

params = params,

envir = new.env(parent = globalenv())

)

}

)

Including Plots

You can also embed plots, for example:
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